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Symptoms include Fever, a painful Cough which brings up glutinous yellow. 30c; Stringy
phlegm, difficulty coughing it up, person feels worse between 4 and 5 . Feb 1, 2013 . I had
intolerable symptoms for years and I coughed up something. . I have coughed up long, dark
stringy worm-like blood clots -what are they?Nightly cough with expectoration of thick, yellow,
tough mucus.. Hyocyamus (2): Dry spasmodic cough, especially at night when lying down,
relieved by sitting up,. Cough with expectoration of tough, stringy, mucus that adheres to the
parts. Suits tall, slender individuals, who are open, bright, sympathetic, suggestible, . Some of
the yellow stuff is amazingly tough and sticky, wh .. There is also some long stringy white
mucus that is similar.. I don't know how that works if you cough up several chunks of thick
yellow and white mucus, and the culture still comes . Sign-In | Sign-up. Coughing thick stringy
phlegm old male residing in New XXXXXXX XXXXXXX I have complaints of cough which has
persisted for about 15 . Dec 10, 2008 . And your nose feels like a mucus factory working 24/7,
revving up its production almost as fast as you can clear the stuff away.. Large amounts of
yellow or green mucus tend to be a sign of bacterial infection.. And sometimes, blood might
discolor phlegm from coughing or a bad infection, or if it continues . ..Mucus is something
everyone has, and some people wish they had a lot less of the stringy, gooey stuff. gooey and
stringy and very inhospitable, and a variety of cells, among other things.. Woman holding feather
duster up to face, twitching.Keep reading to find out why you cough up black stuff and how to
relieve the. Moderate smoking may make your phlegm to turn brown or yellow, but it turns . The
reasons of coughing up white mucus range from common cold to sinusitis.. People with this
condition have white to yellow or green mucus discharge and . Common Causes of Getting a
Thick or Stringy Saliva. Dehydration. Smokers often feel that something is sticking in their
throat. They may. .. saliva and dry mouth. The saliva is yellow and sometimes brown. My GP has
ordered a sputum lab test. Why would he do that when this is already in my mouth and not
coughed up?. Homeopathic Remedies for Chest Congestion. Chest congestion in itself is not a
disease but this term refers to a number of collective symptoms that are present in.." />
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I am a male 47 and have had 2 UTIs this year, one in the spring and one at the end of November.
The last UTI I was on Cipro for 7 days and had some blood in my urine.
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Summer colds are never any fun, but one Sunday morning in July, I woke up just knowing my
TEENs had whooping cough. The thought had been niggling at me all the day.
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There are many different types of cough and you can hear them all during winter – tickly coughs,
chesty coughs, croupy coughs – but they all have one thing in.
Symptoms include Fever, a painful Cough which brings up glutinous yellow. 30c; Stringy
phlegm, difficulty coughing it up, person feels worse between 4 and 5 . Feb 1, 2013 . I had
intolerable symptoms for years and I coughed up something. . I have coughed up long, dark
stringy worm-like blood clots -what are they?Nightly cough with expectoration of thick, yellow,
tough mucus.. Hyocyamus (2): Dry spasmodic cough, especially at night when lying down,
relieved by sitting up,. Cough with expectoration of tough, stringy, mucus that adheres to the
parts. Suits tall, slender individuals, who are open, bright, sympathetic, suggestible, . Some of
the yellow stuff is amazingly tough and sticky, wh .. There is also some long stringy white
mucus that is similar.. I don't know how that works if you cough up several chunks of thick
yellow and white mucus, and the culture still comes . Sign-In | Sign-up. Coughing thick stringy
phlegm old male residing in New XXXXXXX XXXXXXX I have complaints of cough which has
persisted for about 15 . Dec 10, 2008 . And your nose feels like a mucus factory working 24/7,
revving up its production almost as fast as you can clear the stuff away.. Large amounts of
yellow or green mucus tend to be a sign of bacterial infection.. And sometimes, blood might
discolor phlegm from coughing or a bad infection, or if it continues . ..Mucus is something
everyone has, and some people wish they had a lot less of the stringy, gooey stuff. gooey and
stringy and very inhospitable, and a variety of cells, among other things.. Woman holding feather
duster up to face, twitching.Keep reading to find out why you cough up black stuff and how to
relieve the. Moderate smoking may make your phlegm to turn brown or yellow, but it turns . The
reasons of coughing up white mucus range from common cold to sinusitis.. People with this
condition have white to yellow or green mucus discharge and . Common Causes of Getting a
Thick or Stringy Saliva. Dehydration. Smokers often feel that something is sticking in their
throat. They may. .. saliva and dry mouth. The saliva is yellow and sometimes brown. My GP has
ordered a sputum lab test. Why would he do that when this is already in my mouth and not
coughed up?
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Summer colds are never any fun, but one Sunday morning in July, I woke up just knowing my
TEENs had whooping cough. The thought had been niggling at me all the day. What causes
mucus discharge in stools? I have been passing nothing but mucus sometimes, then others
jellyfish looking things accompany my stools, and others there are.
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Doctors give trusted, helpful answers on causes, diagnosis, symptoms, treatment, and more: Dr.
Lessnau on coughing up stringy phlegm: if no fever and the color is. I am a male 47 and have
had 2 UTIs this year, one in the spring and one at the end of November. The last UTI I was on
Cipro for 7 days and had some blood in my urine.
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There are many different types of cough and you can hear them all during winter – tickly coughs,
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Symptoms include Fever, a painful Cough which brings up glutinous yellow. 30c; Stringy
phlegm, difficulty coughing it up, person feels worse between 4 and 5 . Feb 1, 2013 . I had
intolerable symptoms for years and I coughed up something. . I have coughed up long, dark
stringy worm-like blood clots -what are they?Nightly cough with expectoration of thick, yellow,
tough mucus.. Hyocyamus (2): Dry spasmodic cough, especially at night when lying down,
relieved by sitting up,. Cough with expectoration of tough, stringy, mucus that adheres to the
parts. Suits tall, slender individuals, who are open, bright, sympathetic, suggestible, . Some of
the yellow stuff is amazingly tough and sticky, wh .. There is also some long stringy white
mucus that is similar.. I don't know how that works if you cough up several chunks of thick
yellow and white mucus, and the culture still comes . Sign-In | Sign-up. Coughing thick stringy
phlegm old male residing in New XXXXXXX XXXXXXX I have complaints of cough which has
persisted for about 15 . Dec 10, 2008 . And your nose feels like a mucus factory working 24/7,
revving up its production almost as fast as you can clear the stuff away.. Large amounts of
yellow or green mucus tend to be a sign of bacterial infection.. And sometimes, blood might
discolor phlegm from coughing or a bad infection, or if it continues . ..Mucus is something
everyone has, and some people wish they had a lot less of the stringy, gooey stuff. gooey and
stringy and very inhospitable, and a variety of cells, among other things.. Woman holding feather
duster up to face, twitching.Keep reading to find out why you cough up black stuff and how to
relieve the. Moderate smoking may make your phlegm to turn brown or yellow, but it turns . The
reasons of coughing up white mucus range from common cold to sinusitis.. People with this
condition have white to yellow or green mucus discharge and . Common Causes of Getting a
Thick or Stringy Saliva. Dehydration. Smokers often feel that something is sticking in their
throat. They may. .. saliva and dry mouth. The saliva is yellow and sometimes brown. My GP has
ordered a sputum lab test. Why would he do that when this is already in my mouth and not
coughed up?
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What causes mucus discharge in stools? I have been passing nothing but mucus sometimes,
then others jellyfish looking things accompany my stools, and others there are.
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Symptoms include Fever, a painful Cough which brings up glutinous yellow. 30c; Stringy
phlegm, difficulty coughing it up, person feels worse between 4 and 5 . Feb 1, 2013 . I had
intolerable symptoms for years and I coughed up something. . I have coughed up long, dark
stringy worm-like blood clots -what are they?Nightly cough with expectoration of thick, yellow,
tough mucus.. Hyocyamus (2): Dry spasmodic cough, especially at night when lying down,
relieved by sitting up,. Cough with expectoration of tough, stringy, mucus that adheres to the
parts. Suits tall, slender individuals, who are open, bright, sympathetic, suggestible, . Some of
the yellow stuff is amazingly tough and sticky, wh .. There is also some long stringy white
mucus that is similar.. I don't know how that works if you cough up several chunks of thick
yellow and white mucus, and the culture still comes . Sign-In | Sign-up. Coughing thick stringy
phlegm old male residing in New XXXXXXX XXXXXXX I have complaints of cough which has
persisted for about 15 . Dec 10, 2008 . And your nose feels like a mucus factory working 24/7,
revving up its production almost as fast as you can clear the stuff away.. Large amounts of
yellow or green mucus tend to be a sign of bacterial infection.. And sometimes, blood might
discolor phlegm from coughing or a bad infection, or if it continues . ..Mucus is something
everyone has, and some people wish they had a lot less of the stringy, gooey stuff. gooey and
stringy and very inhospitable, and a variety of cells, among other things.. Woman holding feather
duster up to face, twitching.Keep reading to find out why you cough up black stuff and how to
relieve the. Moderate smoking may make your phlegm to turn brown or yellow, but it turns . The
reasons of coughing up white mucus range from common cold to sinusitis.. People with this
condition have white to yellow or green mucus discharge and . Common Causes of Getting a
Thick or Stringy Saliva. Dehydration. Smokers often feel that something is sticking in their
throat. They may. .. saliva and dry mouth. The saliva is yellow and sometimes brown. My GP has
ordered a sputum lab test. Why would he do that when this is already in my mouth and not
coughed up?
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Symptoms include Fever, a painful Cough which brings up glutinous yellow. 30c; Stringy
phlegm, difficulty coughing it up, person feels worse between 4 and 5 . Feb 1, 2013 . I had
intolerable symptoms for years and I coughed up something. . I have coughed up long, dark
stringy worm-like blood clots -what are they?Nightly cough with expectoration of thick, yellow,

tough mucus.. Hyocyamus (2): Dry spasmodic cough, especially at night when lying down,
relieved by sitting up,. Cough with expectoration of tough, stringy, mucus that adheres to the
parts. Suits tall, slender individuals, who are open, bright, sympathetic, suggestible, . Some of
the yellow stuff is amazingly tough and sticky, wh .. There is also some long stringy white
mucus that is similar.. I don't know how that works if you cough up several chunks of thick
yellow and white mucus, and the culture still comes . Sign-In | Sign-up. Coughing thick stringy
phlegm old male residing in New XXXXXXX XXXXXXX I have complaints of cough which has
persisted for about 15 . Dec 10, 2008 . And your nose feels like a mucus factory working 24/7,
revving up its production almost as fast as you can clear the stuff away.. Large amounts of
yellow or green mucus tend to be a sign of bacterial infection.. And sometimes, blood might
discolor phlegm from coughing or a bad infection, or if it continues . ..Mucus is something
everyone has, and some people wish they had a lot less of the stringy, gooey stuff. gooey and
stringy and very inhospitable, and a variety of cells, among other things.. Woman holding feather
duster up to face, twitching.Keep reading to find out why you cough up black stuff and how to
relieve the. Moderate smoking may make your phlegm to turn brown or yellow, but it turns . The
reasons of coughing up white mucus range from common cold to sinusitis.. People with this
condition have white to yellow or green mucus discharge and . Common Causes of Getting a
Thick or Stringy Saliva. Dehydration. Smokers often feel that something is sticking in their
throat. They may. .. saliva and dry mouth. The saliva is yellow and sometimes brown. My GP has
ordered a sputum lab test. Why would he do that when this is already in my mouth and not
coughed up?
Doctors give trusted, helpful answers on causes, diagnosis, symptoms, treatment, and more: Dr.
Lessnau on coughing up stringy phlegm: if no fever and the color is.
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